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Exercise 2
Outline

• Gravitation: N-body Problem

• C++ concepts:
• copy constructor
• operators
• references
• assert
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Exercise 2
installation

download exercise from the course webpage, unzip 
it and move it in the same folder as Exercise0

Execute install-exercise2.sh:
   ./install-exercise2.sh

Compile the code:
move to the makefile directory and 
type:
   make clean
   make
   ./gravity ic.txt 50 0.01
The code will compile and run but no 
forces are computed at this stage

2.sh

2.sh
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Exercise 2
Question 1

• Code Reading
• Understand given 

classes and workflow
• copy-constructors, 

references and 
operators

to be completed in Questions 2 and 3



Exercise 2
Question 2

Compute and return force Fij with 
“this” being particle “i” and “p” 
being particle “j”.
Access position of own particle 
(“x[k]” or ”this->x[k]”, k = 0..2) 
and of other particle (“p.x[k]”) 
and similarly for masses (“m” and 
“p.m”).
Use []-operator to fill components 
of force vector f (f[k], k = 0..2)

class Particle
{
public:
    // Class variables
    double x[3], v[3], a[3], m;
    
    // Class method to compute force felt by this particle due to particle p
    // Note: the keyword "const" after the method signature means that in the
    // body of the method the STATE of the class (x,v,a,m) CANNOT be modified
    Force computeLocalInteraction(const Particle& p) const
    {
        // Instantiate a new force
        Force f;
        
        // FILL HERE: set components of force f
        
        // Return force
        return f;
    }
        
    // ...

    // Mutator: add acceleration as a += f/m.
    void addAcceleration(const Force& f)
    {
        for (int i=0; i<3; i++) a[i] += f[i]/m;
    }
};
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Exercise 2
Question 3

Simulation.cpp

Compute accelerations:
Loop over all pairs of particles 
and add accelerations for each 
pairwise interaction.

// Helper: compute accelerations
void Simulation::_computeAccelerations()
{
    // NOTE: code guarantees that all particles' accelerations are set to 0
    //       before this function is called!!
    
    // FILL HERE: compute pairwise forces and add accelerations to particles
}

// Class method to compute force felt by this particle due to particle p
Force computeLocalInteraction(const Particle& p) const

Particle.h

// Accessor
Force opposite() const

Force.h

// Mutator: set acceleration as a = f/m.
void setAcceleration(const Force& f)
// Mutator: add acceleration as a += f/m.
void addAcceleration(const Force& f)

Particle.h

Use the computeLocalInteraction	 
method of the Particle class to 
calculate the local interaction.

Use the opposite method of the 
Force class to avoid computing the 
same forces twice by taking 
advantage of Fij = -Fji.

Choose whether to set acceleration 
for each particle once or whether 
to add accelerations
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cd makefiles
make clean
make config=release

Run VMD as detailed in the exercise sheet:

gravity

Compile&movie



Compile&movie

/nas/username/...../output_images



Preview

ic.txt ic.txt vs ic2.txt
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